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INTRODUCTION

In some ways, ideas are like species (Richards,
1987), and the development of science can be
analyzed using the familiar Darwinian concepts
of diversity, mutation, selection, and drift.
Lithuanian archaeology is a good case study for
the application of Darwinian evolution to science,
because it has undergone significant and rapid
changes in environment during its development.
These changes of environment have led to pow-
erful changes in selective pressure that have
shaped the discipline and its traditions as we can
now see them.

Starting in the 1940s and following the Soviet
occupation, Soviet ideology imposed a new selec-
tive environment on Lithuanian archaeology.
Ideas, practices, and even people were selected

out, or removed from the Lithuanian archaeologi-
cal landscape by the powerful selective force rep-
resented by the Soviet state. The Soviet period,
as a whole, represents a period of strong, direc-
tional selection of ideas and people that greatly
reduced the potential variability present in
Lithuanian archaeology until the 1930s.

This is the period during which Lithuanian
archaeology developed its very descriptive char-
acter, a trait it shares with many of its cousins in
other ex-Soviet republics, and in post-colonial
contexts in general (Trigger, 2006). During the
Soviet period, description of material culture and
of phases was the safest archaeological activity,
as it carried the least ideological implications.
Those who specialized in description during the
Soviet period were selected into the system,
whereas, those who attempted theory building ran
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the risk of not fitting into the rapidly changing
ideological framework of the Soviet state, and
risked being selected out of the discipline, some-
times forcefully.

The end of the Soviet period led to a second
great environmental change in the history of
Lithuanian archaeology. Since the soviet selection
was strong and directional, inexorably moving
Lithuanian archaeology in a descriptive direction,
favouring certain practices over others, and thus
greatly limiting the ideological and practical vari-
ability of the discipline, the removal of these strong
selective pressures in the 1990s could lead to
greatly increased variety in the near future. New
variants, new ideas, and new practices are no
longer aggressively removed from the pool of vari-
ability. They are allowed to compete and to
spread. There is now a greater potential for drift
in Lithuanian archaeology.

Lithuanian archaeology stands at an impor-
tant cross-road. The ideologically more permis-
sive environment allows the evolution of very in-
teresting new versions of archaeology contribut-
ing to the discipline in general. However, the re-
covery of variability runs slowly. The discipline en-
tered the immediate post-Soviet era with a highly
selected set of ideas, practices, and practitioners.

This text tells the story of sudden changes in
ideological environment and in selective pres-
sures, and tries to give an account of the evolu-
tion of Lithuanian archaeology. There is no at-
tempt here at charting its future course. But there
is hopefully the realization that this is an impor-
tant moment where the greater variability of ideas,
practices, and people, is creating new possibili-
ties.

We wish to show the current situation of
Lithuanian archaeology and foster a discussion
about the problems the Lithuanian archaeology
is facing today. This is not a review of litera-
ture. We examine the main threads of
Lithuanian archaeology in two time periods that
represent different selective environments. The

next logical step in better understanding the
post-Soviet archaeologies is a comparative
analysis of the Lithuanian case with other post-
Soviet contexts, in the Baltic States, but also in
other post-colonial and imperial contexts. That
comparative exercise outside the scope of the
present work will form the heart of an upcom-
ing paper.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Policy and the broader social milieu are very
important factors in development of science (Trig-
ger, 1984; 1989; 1995; 2006; Kohl, 1998). Policy
and the social milieu is the environment of agents,
individual researchers, who are the carriers of
conceptual systems. Given the abrupt changes in
Lithuania’s political and social environment in the
1940s and again the 1990s, we expected to see
corresponding changes in archaeology. The sta-
bility of old conceptual framework of the descrip-
tive and nearly atheoretical Lithuanian archaeol-
ogy after the political changes of the 1990s is puz-
zling. Confronted with this apparent contradic-
tion, we decided to seek a general model of scien-
tific change, which would be helpful in under-
standing the situation of Lithuanian archaeology
and explaining the process of major shifts in sci-
ence.

General Darwinian evolutionary theory is ap-
plied to biology and culture. Both applications,
the biological evolutionary theory and the cultural
evolutionary theory, share fundamental traits. Yet,
they are different form each other because they
are applied to different objects. If there is an evo-
lutionary theory of science, it must be a subset for
a cultural evolutionary theory. Its elements will
be found in the works of thinkers who consider
change in science. There are several models of
scientific change in the philosophy of science lit-
erature. We draw from a few of them, which to-
gether form a firm theoretical framework.
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We synthesize three models of scientific
change: the refutationist model of Karl Popper
(Popper, 1959), Thomas Kuhn’s ‘paradigm shif’
model (Kuhn, 1962) and Robert Richards’ ‘natu-
ral selection of ideas’ model (Richard, 1987). We
take an evolutionary perspective and concentrate
on the explanation of change and on the role of
scientists in it.

Popper
Popper’s model is built around the concept of

falsifiability. Falsifiability, according to Popper, is
the characteristic of a hypothesis that allows it to
be proven false when confronted with observa-
tions of nature (Popper, 1959). From an evolu-
tionary perspective, falsifiability is a selective pro-
cess that ensures survival of the fittest ideas. The
fittest ideas in a Popperian context would be those
that survive falsification attempts.

If nature selects the fittest ideas, according
to Popper’s model, human agency introduces
variability: ‘it is we who always formulate the
questions to be put to nature (…). And in the end,
it is again we who give the answer; it is we our-
selves, who after severe scrutiny, decide upon the
answer to the question which we put to nature –
after protracted and earnest attempts to elicit from
her an unequivocal ‘no’ (Popper, 1959, 280).
Therefore, the scientists have an active role in
this model. They need to deliver a wide enough
variability of hypotheses to assure rich choice
for selection.

The model presented by Popper is interesting
for two reasons: for the shape of the model itself
and for the falsifiability principle. However, we see
one element missing in this model in order to ap-

ply it to the case of Lithuanian archaeology. Pop-
per does not consider the environmental factor.
The environment of scientific ideas, Soviet policy,
was crucial in shaping of Lithuanian archaeology.

The falsifiability criterion was not employed
during the 20th century in Lithuanian archaeol-
ogy. Archaeologists who would suggest the falsi-
fiability criterion for the evaluation of high level1

or middle-range level2  theories would simply not
have fit in the social and policy environment.
Newly uncovered archaeological remains were
interpreted within political constraints, which pro-
scribed any doubt in the main postulates of So-
viet archaeology at the official level. The tradi-
tionally employed culture-historical approach,
with its concerns for ethnicity and the roots of the
Lithuanian nation, encouraged the confirmation
of expectations, rather than the challenge of exis-
ting assumptions. For example, statements about
ethnic roots and cultural heritage were important
for local as well as for the Union’s nationalism. In
Popper’s terms, expectations need to be over-
thrown because the critical evaluation of ideas
does not limit the advance of knowledge. How-
ever, in the case of a politically constrained envi-
ronment, the falsifiability criterion is difficult or
impossible to employ at least for a certain period
of time. As the history of astronomy during the
Middle Ages shows, this period may sometimes
be very long.

Kuhn
According to Kuhn, there are a few stages of

scientific development – emergence of a para-
digm, the stage of normal science, crises of nor-
mal science, and finally paradigm shift (Kuhn,

1 High level theories (general theories) consist of abstract rules that explain relations among theoretical prepositions
that are relevant for understanding major categories of phenomena. Examples of high level theories are idealism, material-
ism, relativism, positivism, etc. (see Trigger, 2006, 1989).

2 Middle-range level theories relate observable facts to theoretical concepts. Scientific testing happens at this level (see
Trigger, 2006, 1989). For example, the statement that among hunter-gatherers birth spacing is inversely proportional to
mobility is a middle range statement that relates a materialist (high level) theory of human behaviour with ethnographic
observations.
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1962). In Kuhn’s words ‘Paradigm is an object for
further articulation and specification under new or
more stringent conditions’ (Kuhn, 1962, 23). Ar-
ticulation of a given paradigm is the stage of ‘nor-
mal science’. When normal science faces a crisis
and scientists are not able to solve emerging prob-
lems within the framework of the current para-
digm, there is paradigm shift.

Kuhn claims that the generation of scien-
tists raised in the old paradigm will not be able
to reject it, ‘they can at best help to create a crisis
or, more accurately, to reinforce one that is al-
ready very much in existence’ (Kuhn, 1962, 78).
Kuhn believes, that the paradigm is a prerequi-
site to perception: ‘What a man sees depends
both upon what he looks at and also upon what
his previous visual-conceptual experience has
taught him to see’ (Kuhn, 1962, 112). This belief
assumes that scientists are the prisoners of their
mindset to a great extent. According to Kuhn,
it is the new generation that overthrows the old
paradigm and eventually makes a new one into
normal science.

Like Popper, Kuhn does not give great weight
to the environment in the process of paradigm
shift. He does not look at the paradigm shifts
caused by external events. Kuhn considers the in-
ternal crises of the paradigm. He looks at the
scientific problems caused by the failure of mod-
els to deal with reality. Over time, scientists dis-
cover an increasing number of cases that don’t
seem to fit their paradigm. Those observations
don’t fit the predictions that are based on the as-
sumptions that form the paradigm. These are the
internal scientific problems that new generations
of practitioners eventually seize on to reject the
old paradigm.

However, his model is useful because it ad-
dresses the role of generations of researchers dur-
ing paradigm shift. His statement about the diffi-
culty of rejecting the old paradigm could help to
explain the stable nature of the approach to ar-
chaeology in post-Soviet Lithuania.

Richards
Richards’ model of change in the history of

science is based on the natural selection principle
(Richards, 1987). According to Richards, individu-
als carry ideas and concepts that are related by
logic and common evolutionary history. In order
to be expressed, ideas and conceptual systems go
through selection in three different environments –
the minds of individual scientists, the scientific
community, and the general culture (Richards,
1987). The transmission of ideas between individu-
als happens depending on the context in which
information is transmitted (book, lecture, scien-
tific discussion, etc.) and on the baggage of con-
ceptual systems of the receiver (Richards, 1987).
This assumption accords with Kuhn’s model,
which assumes that scientists’ minds are depen-
dent not only on the content of information re-
ceived but also on the mindset of receiver.
Richards’ model gives a role to the environment
in which the ideas are transmitted in addition to
examining the content of the ideas themselves. To
use a biological analogy, the phenotypic expres-
sion of the ideas takes different shapes not only
because of the various perspectives of the receiv-
ers, or because of the content of the ideas, but
also because of the environment in which they are
transmitted. Richards’ model is largely compa-
rable with Popper’s. For Popper, the process of
selection of ideas is falsifiability, while for
Richards it is the pressures from different envi-
ronments – personal, scientific and the general
culture. Richards does not specify the selecting
pressures; therefore these three environments
might include falsifiability as a selective pressure.
Both models rely on the introduction of variabi-
lity for selection by human minds.

Synthesis
Richards and Popper rely on human agency

to introduce variability of ideas for selection. Sci-
entists who introduce ideas in certain environment
are already fit, because they are already selected
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by years of success in educational systems that
impose sometimes strong selective pressures.
Their ideas, having carried them through their
schooling, cannot be very harmful or distracting
for the existing political system. If they were, the
scientists would not have been selected. In other
words the variability of ideas of selected scientists
is limited and accords well with the environment.
When change is introduced in the political envi-
ronment, different scientific leaders are selected
and their ideas are naturally fit, at least until the
next significant change in political or ideological
landscape.

For Lithuanian archaeology under Soviet
rule, the main selecting factor was neither per-
sonal environment, nor scientific environment,
nor general public. All these three aggregates
were already selected by the political environ-
ment and the carriers of ideas survived or were
successful in the system only because they were
fit to the political environment. The rest of the
carriers were silent or selected out of the game.
This process of selection of the carriers of ideas
was very real, and at some periods, deadly. Ar-
chaeologists in Lithuania and other parts of the
Soviet Union were sent to prison camps or were
executed (P. Baleniûnas, A. A. Miller, S. N. By-
kovskii, O. V. Kiparisov, P. S. Rykov, B. S. Zhu-
kov, I. M. Grevs, L. S. Klejn, B. A. Latynin, etc.).
Some Lithuanian archaeologists left the country
because they were not able to function in the
political environment and somehow managed to
migrate (M. Gimbutas, J. Puzinas, P. Tarasenka,
V. Nagevièius etc.).

During the rule of Stalin, the Soviet policy was
selecting scientists in a very straightforward fash-
ion – keeping them in prisons, executing or exil-
ing them to Siberia. There were also less straight-
forward measures taken, especially during the
later periods – firing people from work, not al-
lowing them to publish, leaving them without liv-
ing accommodations, refusing trips abroad, put-
ting them in mental hospitals etc. (see Êëåéí,

1993). In other words, the political environment
reduced the existing variability of ideas by select-
ing carriers, and constrained the variability of new
ideas introduced for selection. The result of these
two pressures was a much narrower and less di-
verse range of ideas in Soviet archaeology. Scien-
tists who tried practicing the old pre-Soviet para-
digm, or were the carriers of ideas that were dis-
advantageous in the new political environment,
did not survive the system. Therefore, the land-
scape of ideas became very homogenous during
the Soviet period.

In the political change of the 90’s, there was
the second big shift in environment: indepen-
dence. This was a change from a very constrained
to a less constrained environment. In this favor-
able new environment, archaeologists were not
selected out of the system as literally as in the
early 40s. During the course of the second
change, scientists faced landscape of ideas into
which they could safely introduce a much broader
range of ideas for selection. Despite this new
potential for diversification of the archaeologi-
cal landscape, the old paradigm in post-Soviet
Lithuanian archaeology is not changing as fast
as some would expect.

Perhaps Lithuanian archaeologists continue to
use the Soviet paradigm because they are com-
fortable with it. In other words, they are used to
the old way things work. Archaeologists use the
same tools and approaches to archaeology, be-
cause they are in their comfort zone, their local
optimum, in evolutionary terms, and it is difficult
to leave it. They also face much less selective pres-
sure from the environment. Therefore, the old
paradigm continues to be stable. Since the envi-
ronment is now much more permissive, ideas, both
old and new, can survive. This can make it diffi-
cult for new ideas to displace old ones that have a
long history and are well adapted to their envi-
ronment.

The generation of the old paradigm reached
local optimum and the most available mutations
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can only move them off their peak in the fitness
landscape, and therefore are not selected. They
don’t provide an advantage. The mutations, which
might be selected, are the space of human agency.
Some carriers of the old paradigm are capable of
leaving their comfort zone and becoming carriers
of a new paradigm. In Kuhn’s view, it is clear that
the shift of paradigm is the mission of the new
generation, who has a mindset formed already in
a different environment. The broader the mindset,
the broader the conceptual system, the greater
variability of ideas might be introduced for selec-
tion by nature.

In this case, Lithuanian archaeologists now
have access to a greater diversity of traits, how-
ever, they are facing relaxed selective pressure3.
Considering all these conditions, it is possible to
conclude that in the long term, a new paradigm
will emerge. The velocity of change and the na-
ture of the paradigm will depend on the variabi-
lity of the concepts introduced by the archaeolo-
gists for selection – by the ones, who will leave
their comfort zone and the ones who have a new
mindset developed under a new political system.

This synthesis of three general models is just
one of several possible ways to analyze and ex-
plain the evolution of Lithuanian archaeology in
the 20th century. It includes the introduction of
new ideas for selection through human agency
(from Popper’s and Richards’ models), Kuhn’s
paradigm shifts, which explain why paradigm shift
is slow after abrupt change in the policy, and
Richards’ evolutionary perspective.

Now, we shall see in greater detail how this
model can be applied to the analysis of Lithuanian
archaeology. We shall consider the first change of

the environment (Soviet occupation), and the ap-
plication of Soviet environmental conditions to
archaeology, which resulted in the descriptive tra-
dition of Lithuanian archaeology. Then we shall
briefly discuss the consequences of the second and
most recent change of environment (indepen-
dence).

THE FIRST CHANGE IN THE
ENVIRONMENT – LITHUANIAN

ARCHAEOLOGY’S INCORPORATION
INTO THE SOVIET SYSTEM

 The first abrupt change in political environ-
ment occurred when the Red Army occupied
Lithuania in 1944. Under Soviet policy, Lithuanian
archaeologists had to forget the archaeological
literature published during the first independence
period and to reject terminology considered bour-
geois by the Soviet state. They were forced to
adopt the Marxist-Leninist framework, to base
their periodization system on the development of
economic stages in society, and to identify the pro-
gressive influences of Slavs on the Baltic tribes.

However, the concept of ethnogenesis4  and
the notion of archaeological culture (culture-his-
torical approach), both promoted by Soviet ar-
chaeology, were already used by Lithuanian ar-
chaeologists in the years of the Independent state.
Ethnogenesis and the distinction of different
peoples in prehistoric times was one of the most
important issues for Jonas Puzinas (Èivilytë, 2005,
48), who is considered to be the founder of scien-
tific archaeology in Lithuania. Puzinas brought
these ideas from Germany in 1934, where he de-

3 A concept from biological evolutionary theory (see Darwin, 1859). Different environments impose different selective
pressures on organisms. Relaxed selective pressure means that the environment is relaxed, which will result in more orga-
nisms surviving than in the environment of high selective pressure. In this particular case we use ‘relaxed selective pressure’
to describe the political environment after the declaration of independence in 1990, while contrasting it to ‘high selective
pressure’ environment in 1944, after the occupation of Lithuania by the Soviets.

4 The process of formation of ethnic groups. In many national archaeological traditions, there is a concern for the
reconstruction of the origin of the nation through the identification of unique artifact, burial, settlement types.
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fended his doctoral dissertation at Heidelberg
University. It was entitled Vorgeschichtsforschung
und Nationalbewusstsein in Litauen (Studies of
Prehistory and National Consciousness in
Lithuania) (Paberþytë’s translation). Puzinas ‘was
sure that the archaeological culture is a synonym
for a nation and an ethnos’ (Èivilytë, 2005, 48).
When Puzinas came back in 1934 he was the first
to educate professional archaeologists in
Lithuania. He taught in Kaunas and Vilnius uni-
versities from 1934 till 1944. Puzinas was a pro-
fessor of the four Lithuanian archaeologists who
graduated before the Soviet occupation in 1944
and who continued their work in archaeology
later. Marija Gimbutas, one of his students, to-
gether with Puzinas emigrated to the West in the
early Soviet period, while Pranas Kulikauskas,
Rimutë Rimantienë and Regina Volkaitë-
Kulikauskienë continued archaeological practice
in Soviet Lithuania. The three archaeologists
who stayed in Lithuania had a firm background
of culture-historical archaeology, a tradition
brought by Puzinas from Germany in the early
30s.

In terms of our model, the Soviet occupation
brought about an abrupt environmental change
and imposed new selective pressures that selected
the carriers of ideas that were compatible with the
general Soviet science framework. Those whose
ideas did not fit were selected out of the archaeo-
logical system. But at least some of the traits that
had evolved already in Lithuanian archaeology
before the Soviet occupation, allowed it to sur-
vive as an entity under the new Soviet environ-
ment. The focus on ethnogenesis and culture his-
tory were both fit in the new environment.

This can be exemplified by the claims of some
Lithuanian archaeologists who worked in the So-
viet period and believed that Soviet policy did not
have much influence on archaeological research.
Rimutë Rimantienë, one of the most outstanding
Stone Age specialists in Lithuania, claims that she
did not face any political constraints and served

neither Marx nor Engels during the Soviet years
(Zemlickas, 1998).

It is not surprising that some archaeologists
did not feel any pressure to conform, since, with-
out trying, they were broadly compatible in their
practice, with the environment created by the
Soviet state. Archaeologists that continued re-
search in the Soviet environment had an approach
that could be expressed into an advantageous
phenotype after the abrupt environmental change.
Without wanting to conform, or intentionally try-
ing to, they had traits that allowed them to sur-
vive and practice in the Soviet system. At the very
least, they had traits that allowed them to avoid
being selected out.

THE DESCRIPTIVE TRADITION
IN THE SOVIET PERIOD

Many Lithuanian archaeologists that went
through the Soviet years would interpret these
events differently and would contribute valuable
information and perspectives that are not included
in our treatment. For many of the more senior
readers, most of this information will not be new.
However, it will be useful for younger scholars and
foreign readers to briefly review the application
of Soviet ideology to Lithuanian archaeology. For
many of them, the Soviet period is not a memory
or an experience, but simply another page in a
history with which they might not be very familiar.

Because of the strong selective pressures im-
posed by Soviet policy, it became advantageous
to avoid expressing risky interpretations of data,
and to express a previously neutral trait: a heavy
emphasis on collection of archaeological data
and its description. This practice resulted in a
homogeneous landscape of ideas and continua-
tion of the descriptive tradition in Lithuanian
archaeology.

The traits that allowed archaeologists to con-
tinue practicing during the Soviet period were not
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limited to agreement with Soviet policy. The abi-
lity to express their own ideas in a voice and for-
mat compatible with Soviet requirements became
an important attribute. This plasticity allowed
some archaeologists to adapt to the new environ-
ment.

The main strategy of Lithuanian archaeolo-
gists during the Soviet period was to comply with
official policy requirements, while engaging in
practices that were more or less compatible with
their own convictions. Even in expressing the of-
ficially required surface message in their litera-
ture, Lithuanian archaeologists had a tendency to
stay as neutral as possible.

Archeologists had to have good knowledge of
central policy requirements in order to publish,
work, and ‘survive’ in the Soviet system. Their
main concern, then, was to try to express their
ideas as best as they could while minimizing risks.
Archaeologists had to comply with Soviet rules
about the content of their work, its format, termi-
nology, and text structure.

Archaeologists started looking for the best
compromise between the need to express their
own ideas, the need to observe political rules, as
well as ways to circumvent these rules while mini-
mizing risk. They gradually developed methods
for reducing the distortion of their ideas in their
published work. Readers, in the meantime, be-
came well trained in recognizing these methods
and strategies, and were able to discern ideas that
belonged to the author and ideas that were im-
posed by the Soviet political system. This implicit
comprehension between authors and readers in-
creased the possibilities of expression, while re-
ducing the risk of being selected out by the politi-
cal environment.

When dealing with sensitive topics in archae-

ology, Lithuanians employed two main strategies
in their publications to circumvent political rules
and to survive in the system. Klejn titled these
strategies ‘payment of tribute’ and ‘pose of silence’
(Êëåéí, 1993, 82).

‘Pose of silence’ was one of the most adaptive
methods in Soviet era in Lithuania. Archaeolo-
gists avoided topics that were politically sensitive
or unacceptable5 . Such topics included the inter-
pretation of archaeological data, and theory build-
ing. Silence was used as a statement of disagree-
ment (Êëåéí, 1993, 82). The only relatively safe
way of disagreeing with an official position was to
keep out of the discourse entirely. Lithuanian ar-
chaeologists who survived the change of political
environment in 1944 employed this rule of silence,
both consciously and unconsciously. In the long
term, this interpretive and theoretical silence con-
tributed greatly to the development of a strongly
descriptive archaeological tradition in Lithuania.
This tradition did not require or encourage the
expression of opinion and dealt mostly with low-
level theory6 .

‘Payment of tribute’ allowed scientists to sepa-
rate the main text from politically enforced state-
ments. The Soviet system and the classic ideas of
Marxism were discussed apart from the main text
in a separate chapter, usually the introduction, the
foreword or the conclusion.

Dealing with politically sensitive topics,
Lithuanian archaeologists could not avoid the
presentation of central Soviet positions, and this
is where they paid their tribute to the system. Most
of the time they tried to separate politically en-
forced statements from the rest of the informa-
tion. On the other hand, Lithuanian archaeolo-
gists did not engage in the research and analysis
of politically sensitive topics (except Lithuanian

5 Notes from the lecture ‘Lietuvos archeologijos istorija’ (by prof. A. Luchtanas, 2003).
6 Low level theories are low level generalizations. They are based on correlating observable fact with not observable

fact. Archaeologists often look for low level generalizations, for example, the discovery of kiln in a settlement is an indica-
tion of ceramics production on the site (see Trigger, 2006, 1989).
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ethnogenesis) and this is where they employed the
‘pose of silence’. In the Lithuanian case, ‘pose of
silence’ resulted in the emergence of a descrip-
tive archaeological tradition. These mechanisms
not only allowed archaeologists to adapt to the
system, but they effectively contributed to the
narrowing of the range of ideas discussed in the
archaeological literature and available for selec-
tion.

Interpretations of Politically Sensitive Topics
There were several politically sensitive topics

in Soviet archaeology. These topics were seen by
the government as playing a role in the education
of society and in the creation of Soviet identities
that conformed to the system. These sensitive top-
ics included discussion of the goals of archaeol-
ogy, archaeological periodization, the history of
Lithuanian archaeology, foreign influences on
local population (trade, contacts), cultural heri-
tage, ethnogenesis and religious beliefs.

In the Introduction to Lietuvos archeologijos
bruoþai (The Traits Of Lithunian Archaeology)7

(LAB, 1961), Kulikauskas presents a definition of
archaeology and its goals: ‘Archaeology is a sub-
field of historical science, which studies the oldest
history of human societies through material culture’
(Paberþytë’s translation) (LAB, 1961, 5). In So-
viet terms, this means that the archaeological ar-
tifact is only a source of data but not, as in anti-
quarianism, an end in itself. Artifacts need to be
analyzed and interpreted in order to reconstruct
processes within historical societies: ‘It became
necessary to enlighten the Lithuanian past correctly,
historically; based on Marxist-Leninist science,
which studies society and its development’ (Paber-
þytë’s translation) (LAB, 1961, 3).

Tautavièius in the same volume criticizes
‘bourgeois archaeologists’ for wasting their time
on the description of artifacts, which leads to for-
malism in archaeology (LAB, 1961, 20). These
goals set for archaeology in the Soviet system seem
to be useful and promising. However, the Soviet
political context very much narrowed the ways in
which these goals could be achieved. The require-
ment of interpreting data and reconstructing his-
torical societies was largely disregarded in
Lithuanian archaeology, even though the authors
of the volume claim the opposite. Lithuanian ar-
chaeologists largely kept silent on any high-level
interpretations and mostly dealt with the descrip-
tion of local material culture, the classification of
artifacts and their affiliation with local ethnic
groups.

This is illustrated through the later work
Senasis geleþies amþius Lietuvoje (The Old Iron
Age in Lithuania)8  (Michelbertas, 1986), in which
the description of sites and artifacts takes more
than half the space. The part on reconstruction
of society’s subsistence strategies and social rela-
tions takes only a very small part of the book and
stays away from original interpretation. The ten-
dency to keep away from data interpretation is
seen in all archaeological publications of the So-
viet period in Lithuania. Lithuanian archaeolo-
gists simply avoided discussions that needed to
involve theorizing.

Avoidance of theorizing can also be seen in
the structure in Senasis geleþies amþius Lietuvoje
compared to the early work Lietuvos archeologijos
bruoþai. Lietuvos archeologijos bruoþai is divided
into four main parts: Foreword, Introduction,
chapters on the Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age
and an Appendix. The sequence of topics covered

7 Lietuvos Archeologijos Bruoþai published in 1961, represented the Soviet paradigm in archaeology and became a model
for later archaeological publications. The work was used as a teaching material for archaeology students at university.

8 Senasis geleþies amþius Lietuvoje published in 1986, showed the well-developed descriptive archaeological tradition in
Lithuania that was fostered by the Soviet system. The work is used as main teaching material for archaeology students at
university until today.
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in each chapter on an archaeological period is dic-
tated by political requirements: the topics of
greater concern are discussed at the beginning;
the topics of lesser concern are discussed at the
end. In the description of archaeological sites,
priority is given to settlements and hillforts. The
description of burial sites comes later. In the de-
scription of artifacts, priority is given to working
tools and weapons. Those are followed by descrip-
tions of ceramics and jewellery.

This latter structure accords well with the typi-
cal Marxist framework. According to Marxist ar-
chaeology, domestic context and working tools
reveal the modes of production and are the key
to understanding the economic and social devel-
opment of societies. Burials, ceramics, and
jewellery are secondary concerns – they help to
resolve questions of archaeological cultures and
ethnogenesis. An important place is given to the
discussion of contacts and trade routes, because
they can reveal foreign influences on local popu-
lations. The Soviet state had a strong interest in
controlling statements about foreign influences on
local populations. The aspect of beliefs in prehis-
tory was not of much concern because religion,
according to Engels, is ‘nothing but fantastic re-
flection in the heads of humans... reflection in which
natural phenomena are taken for supernatural.’
(Paberþytë’s translation) (quoted in Ðóìÿíöåâ,
1981, 129; Oêëàäíèêîâ, 1952, 177). Descriptions
of prehistoric belief systems were accordingly of-
ten kept for last.

In the later Senasis geleþies amþius Lietuvoje
(Michelbertas, 1986), the structure described
above has undergone some change. Descriptions
of burials occupy more space than the descrip-
tion of settlements. Jewelry is discussed prior to
working tools (Michelbertas, 1986). Towards the
end of the Soviet period, Lithuanian archaeolo-
gists found themselves with a great deal of ar-
chaeological data from burial grounds and very
little data from domestic sites. Between 1948 and
1960, 58 burials grounds and only 17 dwelling

settlements were excavated. The relative propor-
tion of excavation remained the same through-
out the Soviet period (Sidrys, 1999, 212).

Sidrys (1999) argues that in the Soviet era,
Lithuanian archaeologists avoided the excavation
of domestic sites because it would have involved
them in the politically difficult subject of social
reconstruction and interpretation (Sidrys, 1999,
212). We agree that this is a valid point. Because
of the Soviet political context, of the more at-
tractive sites for excavation, such as burials or
hillforts, burials will be more likely selected over
hillforts, because they are less likely to generate
controversy. It is difficult, for example, to dis-
cuss a hillfort without also discussing power and
social structure, whereas graves and grave goods
can more easily just be described. Even though
Lietuvos archeologijos bruoþai deals with settle-
ments and hillforts, it limits itself largely to de-
scription and does not get into much analysis or
discussion.

As a result, the Lithuanians directed their ar-
chaeological tradition towards excavation of buri-
als and description of the artifacts from burial
sites. Significantly, those concerns were periph-
eral to the interests of Soviet archaeology, but not
hostile to the Soviet system. Specializing in topics
of lesser theoretical interest was apparently a suc-
cessful adaptive strategy. The affiliation of the
artifacts with local ethnic groups, and determina-
tion of the territorial and chronological bound-
aries of those groups based on data from burials
was another adaptive subject. Even though
ethnogenesis was a politically sensitive topic, it was
compatible with Soviet as well as Lithuanian na-
tional interests, but for different reasons (see be-
low).

Periodization was also sensitive. Marxist-
Leninist archaeology divided human history into
several stages, based on Engels’ (1884) Origin of
the Family, Private Property, and the State. The
Marxist-Leninist stage system, adopted in
Lithuanian archaeology, implied that the Meso-
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lithic represents matriarchal clan society, the
Neolithic sees a change to patriarchal clan soci-
ety and paints the Bronze Age as a patriarchal
clan society. The Iron Age was regarded as a pe-
riod of break up of tribal societies and a period of
class formation. Prehistory, beginning with the
Stone Age and ending with the Iron Age, was seen
as the primitive barbarian stage. The stages could
be moved back and forth in time in different ar-
chaeological contexts, but their sequence and the
social processes within the stages could not be
modified. Archaeologists kept repeating the same
stages in development of economy and social re-
lationships all through the Soviet period. The fal-
sifiability principle necessary for the selection of
the fittest ideas was not employed: newly retrieved
archaeological data was put in already existing
frames established by Soviet policy requirements:
expectations and assumptions were rather con-
firmed than challenged.

The Soviet paradigm tended to divide influ-
ences into positive and negative ones. It clearly
identified who should be the object of sympathy
and who shouldn’t. Negative characters during the
Soviet period were ‘Western imperialists’, ‘local
Lithuanian bourgeois’, ‘Polish landlordish-bour-
geois’, ‘German occupants’ (LAB, 1961, 28–30).
All of them, according to the Soviet ideology, were
destroying the cultural heritage of Lithuania and
not producing any valuable data (LAB, 1961, 28–
30). Negative attitudes were also linked to influ-
ences from the West: the Roman Empire, Vikings,
Goths or Germans (LAB, 1961; Michelbertas,
1986, 9). This affected how archaeology treated
prehistoric trade and contact (LGPR, 1972;
Zemlickas, 2005).

Discussion of the history of Lithuanian archae-
ology faced tight political restrictions during the
Soviet period. The main goal of the policy in this
regard was to convince the public that the Soviet
system encouraged archaeological research and
only through Soviet style archaeology would the
Lithuanian past be correctly revealed. In such cir-

cumstances several historical facts and important
personalities of Lithuanian archaeology, who had
been selected out of the system, could not be
mentioned. One of them was Puzinas – the first
professional archaeologist in Lithuania (Zem-
lickas, 2005). Another was Gimbutas, who emi-
grated from the country and continued her re-
search in the United States.

The names of these archaeologists started
to appear in the literature in the late periods of
the Soviet Union under the guise of criticism.
Criticism became a covert way to discuss exist-
ing archaeological research, which earlier could
not be discussed in any context. In LAB these
selected personalities are dismissed or men-
tioned only very briefly (1961, 22–33).
Michelbertas, by contrast, presents the works
of Puzinas, but at the same time criticizes him
for overestimating the influence of the Roman
Empire and the Goths on Baltic culture
(Michelbertas, 1986, 9).

Positive attitude was expressed towards activi-
ties and influences from Russian archaeologists
in Lithuania during the 19th century. Special at-
tention was paid to the Soviet period, proudly list-
ing the achievements of archaeologists in data
production and in formulation of new questions,
such as the formation of the Baltic tribes, social
classes and finally the Lithuanian nation (LAB,
1961, 32). It was concluded that all progress that
took place in Lithuanian archaeology was due to
the Soviet Marxist-Leninist methodology (LAB,
1961, 28–32).

Lithuanian ethnogenesis and the protection
of archaeological heritage were widely discussed
in the Soviet era literature (Òàóòàâè÷þñ, 1980;
Ïðîáëåìû, 1985; Lietuviø etnogenezë, 1987).
Those topics, for different reasons, concerned
both Soviet authorities and Lithuanian archaeolo-
gists. The preservation of the archaeological heri-
tage and the study of ethnogenesis had one goal –
the construction of cultural identity based on past
events and material remains. The Soviet Union
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was eager to construct Soviet identities by inter-
preting the material heritage from a Marxist-
Leninist perspective, while Lithuanians wanted to
preserve and to discover their Lithuanian iden-
tity without the influence of Soviet ideology. As a
result, archaeologists often discussed both of these
topics in the literature.

Early archaeological publications of the So-
viet period seem to satisfy the central political
requirements. However, the surface message did
not represent archaeological practice in reality.
This controversy showed up in later archaeologi-
cal publications (see above). Later publications
still preserved a politically appropriate tone, kept
the same Soviet vocabulary and the same Marxist-
Leninist framework, but they were not able to
provide any new interpretations on the growing
archaeological databases gathered since the be-
ginning of the Soviet period. Lithuanian archae-
ologists became specialists in collecting archaeo-
logical data and placing it into a stagnated Marx-
ist-Leninist framework. Descriptive work became
the main part of the archaeological literature.
The political environment and the continuous
efforts of Lithuanian archaeologists to avoid
political debates led to the descriptive tradition,
which was neither in the intention of the Union,
nor the intentions of Lithuanian archaeologists
themselves.

The reinforcement of a descriptive archaeo-
logical tradition as an advantageous trait in
Lithuania during the Soviet period was thus the
unintended consequence of the existence of an
active archaeological community in a totalitarian
but theoretically sophisticated political frame-
work. Since the declaration of independence in
1990 and the abandonment of the Marxist-
Leninist framework, Lithuanian archaeologists
have found themselves with huge databases and
no obvious successor framework in which to in-
terpret them.

SECOND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE –
LITHUANIAN ARCHAEOLOGY SINCE
INDEPENDENCE: THE DESCRIPTIVE

TRADITION CONTINUES

In 1990, Lithuania declared it’s independence
from the Soviet Union. The new political envi-
ronment did not impose strong selection on the
carriers of ideas in the way that the Soviet occu-
pation had. In this more permissive political en-
vironment, Lithuanian archaeologists found
themselves with a broader choice of ideas and the
possibility of moving Lithuanian archaeological
research in new directions. The new variability
that is naturally generated by cultural systems was
suddenly not under intense selective pressure.
New variants were allowed to remain on the land-
scape of ideas.

 According to our model, there are two main
sources of new variability of ideas. First, there
is diffusion from external sources. New ideas
come from outside and are either adopted or
rejected. For example, Ian Hodder’s Reading the
Past was translated into Lithuanian in 2000, and
its ideas became available for selection in the
ideological landscape of Lithuanian archaeol-
ogy. It is also not unusual for Lithuanian uni-
versity instructors to assign passages of foreign
works for translation and summarization in their
courses. The students thus become aware of
ideas brought from the outside and diffused into
Lithuanian archaeology. This teaching strategy
increases the variability of ideas available for
selection.

Second, as suggested by Kuhn (see above),
new students and practitioners bring their new and
unique perspectives to old problems and gener-
ate new ideas and solutions. Each individual is
unique and has a unique baggage of experiences.
Each individual, when confronted with a problem
for the first time, brings to that problem a new
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perspective and therefore, has the possibility of
generating a new solution. Even a high school
graduate, encountering significant archaeological
questions for the first time, can contribute a new
and unique perspective to a debate. While younger
students lack some of the training that allows more
experienced researchers to sometimes discrimi-
nate between more or less valuable approaches,
their minds are not yet as constrained by that same
training, and they are in a sense more free to ex-
periment. Because students are considering re-
search problems from unique new perspectives,
their reactions often represent new variants that
then become available for selection by their teach-
ers and their peers. As Richards argues (see
above), selective pressures then eliminate some
of this new variability from the ideological land-
scape, and allow some of it to prosper and be-
come dominant.

The pressure of the Soviet political environ-
ment over 50 years had affected the local archaeo-
logical tradition significantly and homogenized the
landscape of ideas. Now, because of this homo-
geneity, Lithuanian archaeologists were having
difficulty coming up with innovative questions,
employing the archaeological theory and engag-
ing in critical analyses of their data. After inde-
pendence, Lithuanian archaeologists rejected the
Marxist-Leninist framework, imposed by Soviet
policy, but never deeply espoused in Lithuania,
and continued practicing the same descriptive tra-
dition that had emerged during the Soviet years
as a consequence of political restrictions.
Lithuanian archaeologists, selected under the
Soviet regime, had a hard time leaving their com-
fort zone in the new more permissive environ-
ment: even after environmental change they con-
tinue using the old tools to approach archaeologi-
cal data. Examples of a slow change of the old
paradigm are noticeable in the literature pub-
lished since independence, as well as in post-
secondary education in archaeology.

Persistent Aspects of the Soviet Era Paradigm.
Examples from the literature on the Stone Age
and Postsecondary Education
The concept of ethnogenesis played a signifi-

cant role in Lithuanian archaeology both before
and during the Soviet period, and continues to do
so after independence, as shown by some of the
contributions to Brazaitis et al. (2005, 112, 250,
317). And this is not limited to the current pub-
lished literature. A visit to the prehistoric exhibit
of Lithuanian National Museum in Vilnius will
show a strong concern for identification of the
origin and formation of the Lithuanian national
identity, and also for the formation of tribal iden-
tities within Lithuania. Just as ethnogenesis was
an important concern both before and during the
Soviet period, it continues to be a central concern
in post-Soviet Lithuanian archaeology. Under the
relaxed selective environment of the post-Soviet
era, there is no strong selection against practices
and ideas that were successful in the past.

As we have seen, the focus on ethnogenesis
was partly responsible for allowing Lithuanian
archaeology to continue existing during the So-
viet period. After the collapse of the Soviet Union,
ethnogenesis remained important in Lithuanian
scholarship and society. In the different selective
environments of all three periods discussed here,
this trait (the focus on ethnogenesis) was fit, but
for different reasons. In the inter-war republic,
ethnogenesis, like in many other countries, fit into
the project of building a national identity through
exploration of past roots. During the Soviet pe-
riod, a focus on ethnogenesis fit into the Soviet
project of building a vision of a union of nation-
alities, as long as the focus on nationality did not
threaten the central state. Now, in the post-So-
viet period, there is continued interest in the ori-
gin and history of the Lithuanian identity, and
studies of the Lithuanian past no longer need to
avoid threatening a central narrative imposed
from outside.
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It is not a coincidence that one of the first ar-
chaeological monographs published in post-So-
viet Lithuania was concerned with the roots of Balt
culture – Baltø kultûros iðtakos (The Origin of the
Balt Culture) (Girininkas, 1994). This work con-
forms to aspects of the old paradigm in that it is
basically descriptive. However, it provided pos-
sible starting points for discussion about archaeo-
logy and Lithuanian prehistory. While it has led
to a diversification of ideas in the Lithuanian ar-
chaeological literature, it has not yet led to exten-
sive critical discussion (Lietuvos istorija, 2005, 249,
317).

 The old paradigm is represented by the cul-
ture-historical approach and the description of the
archaeological material of the Neolithic Narva
culture, which Girininkas associates with the roots
of the Balts (Girininkas, 1994). On the other hand,
in his analysis, Girininkas challenges the tradition-
ally accepted theory, which says that Balt culture
was brought by Indo-European invasions in the late
Neolithic. Girininkas argues for local development
of the Balt culture (Girininkas, 1994).

This statement is not as important in its con-
tent as it is important in its very presence and in
its potential, largely unfulfilled up to now, to evoke
debates on the issues of the Neolithic in the Bal-
tic region. For example, in his work, Girininkas
rejects the demi-diffusion model (Ammerman,
Cavalli-Sforza, 1973) as the only appropriate
model for the spread of Indo-Europeans into the
Baltic. This idea encourages the introduction and
examination of other possible socio-cultural tran-
sition models. So far, alternative models have been
introduced, but they have not been extensively
discussed and compared.

Even though Girininkas is mostly concerned
about the ethnogenesis of the Balts, his ideas give
guidelines for further discussion on a wide range
of other issues, such as the transition to farming
in the Baltic region, reconsideration of the con-
cept of archaeological culture in general, discus-
sion of different models of socio-cultural change,

consideration of Neolithisation processes in the
Eastern Baltic, etc. Even though rooted in the old
paradigm, this monograph inaugurates a new era
in independent Lithuania by bringing out an opin-
ion and giving a hint of discussions and debates
to come.

On the education front, most courses in the
undergraduate archaeology program have not
changed in approach since Soviet times – students
are required to learn local typologies of archaeo-
logical artefacts and archaeological sites. There
is little discussion of the material, and few tools
for approaching it critically. There is little incen-
tive for students to discuss or interpret the data.
The university curriculum is designed to prepare
collectors of archaeological remains, and does not
emphasize analysis.

Since independence, only one publication, a
translation of Hodder’s Reading the Past (2000)
focuses on archaeological theory. The book is
neither employed nor discussed in archaeology
programs; therefore, the content is hardly under-
standable for archaeology students, who do not
have the required theoretical background. Hope-
fully, this will change in the very near future.

It is important to mention that recently, there
has been a course established on archaeological
theory for the graduate level students at Vilnius
University. We would still argue that archaeo-
logical theory and method are inseparable.
Theory needs to be taught at the undergraduate
level.

This situation can also be partly blamed on
the difficult financial situation of Archaeology
Departments, which restricts the number of fa-
culty members who could be specialized in differ-
ent areas (archaeological theory for example). The
lack of financial resources likewise creates a situ-
ation in which the faculty and staff have unrea-
sonable workloads.

The mindset that evolved in the Soviet envi-
ronment has influenced the slow pace of the para-
digm shift in Lithuanian archaeology in the post-
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Soviet period. This mindset could be easily traced
in many spheres of social life in Lithuania, includ-
ing the archaeological milieu. Judging by several
archaeological publications and Paberþytë’s own
experience, critique aimed at traditionally ac-
cepted views in Lithuanian archaeology is not well
received and generates hostile responses (Sidrys,
1999; Michelbertas, 2001). However, it is impor-
tant to be curious and open-minded in science in
order to broaden knowledge, hear different views,
and to form positions with well grounded argu-
ments. There is also a strong hierarchy between
the older and younger generations of research-
ers, faculty, and students in archaeology, which
sometimes result in disrespectful behaviour from
both sides and constrains the flow of innovative
ideas and productive scientific dialogue.

Diffusion of New Ideas into Post-Soviet
Lithuanian Archaeology. Examples from
the literature on the Stone Age
Under the relaxed post-Soviet selective envi-

ronment, how quickly will sources of new variabil-
ity allow Lithuanian archaeology to diverge from
its Soviet-era ancestor? How are some of the ideas
and debates recently introduced (both by diffu-
sion from the outside, and by reactions of
Lithuanian archaeologists to old material) faring
under the new selective environment?

 The pace of change in archaeological thought
and the development of archaeological trends in
Lithuania since the 1994 volume can be evaluated
by looking at the recent first volume of the series
Lietuvos istorija: akmens amþius ir ankstyvasis
metalø laikotarpis Lietuvoje (T. I) (History of
Lithuania: Stone Age and Early Metal Period in
Lithuania) (2005) written by Lithuanian Stone
Age specialists Brazaitis, Girininkas, Juodagalvis
and Ostrauskas.

Generally, broad history surveys are aimed at
a wide public: general reader, school and univer-
sity students, teachers, future specialists of the
discipline, etc. They are landmarks of their time.
The content of the histories reflects the latest
trends and discussions that have been going on in
the discipline. They also show the current state of
the discipline. The first history volume on the
Lithuanian Stone Age written by the leading
Lithuanian archaeologists is a representation of
the results and developments in Lithuanian ar-
chaeology during post-Soviet years.

The authors of the volume present the preva-
lent theoretical trends and recognize stagnation
of ideas in the post-Soviet years. The part on the
Neolithic period includes discussion of Indo-
Europeans, which again brings out the question
of ethnogenesis of the Balts discussed by
Girininkas (1994). Brazaitis notes that scientists
in Lithuania have not lost their interest in
ethnogenesis. However, the author recognizes that
all current publications, with the exception of
Girininkas (1994), unconditionally accept one
theory on the formation of Balt culture. The tra-
ditional view holds that Balt culture, together with
agriculture and Corded-Ware culture, were
brought by Indo-Europeans during the late
Neolithic. According to Brazaitis, apart from the
traditionally accepted theory, other possible theo-
ries are not mentioned in the literature and not
discussed (Lietuvos istorija, 2005, 249).

Concern about ethnogenesis in the Baltic re-
gion could be illustrated by the goals set for the
flagship project (1999–2008) of the Lithuanian In-
stitute of History, Akmens ir þalvario amþiai
Lietuvoje (The Stone and Bronze Ages in
Lithuania)9 : 1. to establish the time when what is
now Lithuania was inhabited by humans and the
conditions of life at that time; 2. to establish the

9 Lietuvos Istorijos institutas (The Lithuanian Institute of History). Akmens ir þalvario amþiai Lietuvoje (online,
accessed 15 Oct. 2006). Available at: <http://www.istorija.lt/en/archaeology.html>.
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outlines of farming, craft development in the
Stone and Bronze Ages; 3. to examine the devel-
opment of ethno-cultural processes in the Stone
and Bronze Ages; 4. to examine and reconstruct
the development of people’s material and spiri-
tual culture; 5. to establish and research a series
of essential landmark sites from separate periods
and cultures to supplement our knowledge and
help us achieve the aims stated above; 6. to seek
out landmark sites throughout Lithuania.

In the light of this project, contemporary
Lithuanian archaeology seems to be looking for a
package of the Baltic culture, which would con-
tain prototypical finds. This approach limits the
number of insights that could help reveal the com-
plex socio-cultural processes in the past, especially
when researchers consider development of cul-
ture within the present political borders of
Lithuania.

These observations show that ethnogenesis
is still a significant concern in Lithuania, but at
the same time, there are no firm arguments pre-
sented in support of any alternative theory of Balt
ethnogenesis. Stagnation of the ethnogenesis de-
bate could be resolved by changing the tools to
approach the issue, reformulating the questions,
or reevaluating the importance of ethnogenesis
to archaeology. There are several archaeologists
outside Lithuania that question the value and
place of the concept of ethnicity in archaeology
in general, especially prehistoric archaeology
(Sackett, 1977; 1985; Trigger, 1989; 1994; 2006;
Olsen, Kobylinski, 1991; Jones, 1997; Lang,
2005).

Alternatives to the study of ethnogenesis are
available. Instead of focusing on the projecting
identity into the past and looking for traces of the
origins of contemporary ethnic identities, these
approaches use regional interaction models to
explain social change. Colin Renfew (1986) pro-
poses peer-polity interaction models for studying
the development of Neolithic political systems.
Other authors use complexity theory (Bentley,

2003) or economic and demographic models
(Zvelebil, 2006) to explain long-term social
change.

Lietuvos istorija (2005) is an attempt to view
the Lithuanian Stone Age in the European con-
text and reconstruct the historical and cultural
genesis of societies that existed within the politi-
cal borders of present-day Lithuania. Sometimes
the reconstruction of the Stone Age societies and
their economy is done through the application of
straight ethnographic analogies referring to
‘primitive cultures’ (Lietuvos istorija, 2005, 40,
100). The straight ethnographic analogies of pre-
historic societies and ‘primitive cultures’ that as-
sume unilinear cultural evolution are found in
other recent works (Daugnora, Girininkas, 2004;
Brazaitis, Pilièiauskas, 2005). This approach has
become problematic and an object of intense de-
bate in anthropology and archaeology (Wobst,
1978; Kuper, 1988). This ongoing debate is not
reflected in Lithuanian archaeology. Debates that
are ongoing in world archaeology are still not well
represented in Lithuanian literature, which indi-
cates the lack of communication with different
schools of world archaeology and the presents of
the old paradigm.

Understandably, Lietuvos istorija (2005) avoids
detailed technical description of individual ar-
chaeological artefacts, because it is a volume for
wider audience. However, they end up with rigo-
rous descriptions of the Stone Age archaeologi-
cal cultures and archaeological sites. The authors
use the culture-historical approach and empha-
size the need to study the genesis of separate ar-
chaeological cultures in the Lithuanian Stone Age
(2005, 112). The latter goals seem to continue the
descriptive tradition that prospered under the So-
viet regime.

Even though the work represents and reflects
the unchanged paradigm of Lithuanian archaeol-
ogy, it calls for a change. The work pays more at-
tention to the socio-cultural processes and recon-
struction of prehistoric social structures than ear-
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lier publications. The authors also consider sub-
sistence strategies of the societies and discuss the
Neolithisation process in the Baltic. They present
some theories on different topics and reference a
wider range of sources, including western sources,
compared to earlier publications. For example,
while discussing the issue of transition to farming
in the Baltic, they consider the models proposed
by Zvelebil and Rowley-Conwy (1984) and
Gimbutas (Lietuvos istorija, 2005, 170). While
discussing the Indo-European issue, they consider
the theories of Colin-Renfrew (1988) and
Gimbutas (Lietuvos istorija, 2005, 249). Even
though the presentation of the models and theo-
ries is descriptive and is not highly critical, it does
present the reader with several different views and
theories. As Trigger (1989, 2006) amply demon-
strates, histories can and should be critical exami-
nations.

Between 1994 and 2005, several monographs
were released on different time periods (Griga-
lavièienë, 1995; Rimantienë, 1995; 1996; 2005;
Tautavièius, 1996; Volkaitë-Kulikauskienë, 2001;
Kuncevièius, 2005). The monographs concerning
different time periods in archaeology are em-
ployed as teaching material at university. These
publications in their format and their approach
to archaeological data are similar to the Soviet
period publications discussed in the earlier chap-
ters. The descriptive tradition is continued. There
is a strong culture-historical approach and the ty-
pology of artefacts seems to be the main concern.
Local Lithuanian material is not analyzed in the
global context. The main tendency remains to
publish and to describe the database collected
during excavation. It is difficult to develop pro-
ductive discussions under these circumstances.

By recognizing unchanged elements in post-
Soviet archaeological literature, we do not argue
that these works are of no value, far from it. They
do compile more and more information about the
material past of the Baltic and this is a very valu-
able outcome of archaeological excavations. This

valuable material will be very useful for model
building and data analyzing. However, these few
examples show that the old paradigm is still
widely employed and the new one has not
emerged yet.

UNDERSTANDING THE PAST AND
FORMING THE FUTURE

In its new, less restrictive environment,
Lithuanian archaeology has diverged to some ex-
tent from its Soviet era ancestor: Soviet terminol-
ogy was largely abandoned, Western and Nordic
influences are more obviously present and ac-
knowledged, more space is dedicated to recon-
struction of the belief systems of Balt tribes –
Alkai: Baltø ðventvieèiø studija (The Alkai: Re-
search into Baltic Sacred Places) (Vaitkevièius,
2003). While archaeological theory is still a new
subject and has not yet built up much critical mass,
some important changes have taken place during
the last few years towards understanding and de-
veloping of archaeological theory in the Baltic
States. Lithuanian archaeologists have taken an
active role in this process. For example, the first
Baltic Archaeological Seminar (BASE) on ar-
chaeological theory was organized in Estonia
(2003), the second one was held in Lithuania
(2005) and the third one in Riga (2007). There
are already two publications resulting from the
theoretical seminars and hopefully this event will
continue producing useful debate between Baltic
archaeologists.

According to our model, the main task for ar-
chaeologists today is to introduce variability in the
landscape of archaeological ideas for selection.
The relaxed selective pressure of the present po-
litical environment allows greater variability of
insights compared to the Soviet environment.
According to our model, it is archaeologists who
introduce ideas for selection, and this process can
be accelerated if the old generation finds a way of
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leaving its comfort zone, and if the new genera-
tion has greater opportunity to communicate its
new insights and perspectives. The new genera-
tion is the main source of a new variability and
the driving force of the new paradigm. As Vytautas
Kazakevièius, specialist of the Lithuanian Iron
Age has stated: ‘we still do not have a person who
is specialized in archaeological theory, is familiar
with the newest theoretical literature and able to
convey it to local archaeologists. This person will
probably be one of the new generation, and will have
to graduate in the West, because our universities do
not provide the required level of theoretical educa-
tion’ (Paberþytë’s translation) (quoted in Sidrys,
1999, 230).

In order to introduce greater variability of
ideas to the archaeological discipline, Lithuanian
archaeologists need to create a welcoming envi-
ronment. External sources are very useful for
broadening local perspectives. Lithuanian archae-
ologists need to develop contacts with colleagues
abroad, participate in collaborative research
projects and produce co-authored publications,
participate in international conferences, read dif-
ferent world archaeology literature, and provide
as many opportunities as possible for archaeol-
ogy students to have some archaeological field-
work abroad or to receive education elsewhere.
It is important to be curious and open-minded, to
explore new ideas and different schools of archae-
ology, as well as different theories and different
views, but not without critical thinking. This will
lead to a constructive debate among archaeolo-
gists inside and outside of Lithuania.

CONCLUSION

The Soviet period in Lithuanian archaeology
is still not analyzed and not discussed to any great
extent. For example, Kulikauskas and Zabiela
(1999) explicitly adopt a Pre-Soviet definition of
archaeology that rejects social reconstruction,

merely because of its Soviet era association
(Kulikauskas, Zabiela, 1999, 8). Some archaeolo-
gists say that the Soviet period is still too sensitive
to touch and therefore, it remains a task for fu-
ture generations. Another task for Lithuanian
archaeologists is to review the work that has been
done in the Soviet period, evaluate its advantages
and disadvantages, to name openly the problems
that need to be solved and decide how they could
be solved. The ideas of Soviet archaeology are still
available for selection, and because of the relaxed
selective environment, no doubt, some of them
are still fit.

Lithuanian archaeologists have a huge data-
base of very important and valuable material col-
lected during Soviet period that needs to be evalu-
ated in a new light, probably raising different ques-
tions about it or applying different theoretical
frameworks and creating new models in order to
understand societies through material culture.

In sum, Lithuanian archaeologists need to cre-
ate a theoretical framework for their further re-
search. This would help to get into discussion with
foreign archaeologists, broaden their knowledge
and share their own experience. The developing
of a clear picture of the history of Lithuanian ar-
chaeology, including the Soviet period, can sig-
nificantly contribute to establishing a new para-
digm and continue conscious development of
Lithuanian archaeological thought. Working at the
period of a paradigm shift, in a favorable environ-
ment, Lithuanian archaeologists finally have the
opportunity to introduce great variability of ideas
for selection and to shape a new direction and
forge a new tradition of Lithuanian archaeology.
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Evoliucijos teorija yra taikoma tiek biologijoje,
tiek sociokultûrinams reiðkiniams analizuoti ir
paaiðkinti. Idëjos tam tikra prasme gali bûti
prilygintos biologinëms rûðims arba organizmams
(Richards, 1978), o mokslo vystymasis gali bûti
analizuojamas naudojant Darvinizmo koncepcijas,
tokias kaip ávairovë, mutacija, atranka ar dreifas.
Biologinëje sistemoje organizmai turi adaptyvius,
neutralius ir neadaptyvius bruoþus. Idëjos taip pat
gali bûti adaptyvios, neutralios ir neadaptyvios,
priklausomai nuo aplinkos sàlygø. Politinë ir
socialinë aplinka yra labai svarbûs veiksniai, darantys
átakà mokslo vystymuisi, mokslo idëjø evoliucijai.

XX a. staigûs ir svarbûs sociopolitiniai pokyèiai
sudaro palankià terpæ evoliuciniam modeliui
pritaikyti ir pabandyti suprasti Lietuvos archeo-
logijos mokslo raidà, kaitos prieþastis ir ðiandienos
tendencijas. Todël, þvelgiant ið evoliucinës
perspektyvos ir panaudojant elementus ið mokslo
kaitos teorijø (Kuhn, 1962; Popper, 1959; Richards,
1987), mes sukûrëme modelá, kurá pritaikëme
Lietuvos archeologijos raidai XX a. iðanalizuoti.

Mokslo sistemoje mokslininkai yra aktyvûs
veikëjai, idëjø ir praktikø ávairovës kûrëjai. Kita
vertus, jie jau yra pritapæ prie sociopolitinës aplinkos,
nes jau praëjo natûralià atrankà (t.y. baigæ mokyklas,
universitetus). Mokslo sistema yra viena ið atrankos
jëgø, kuri atsijoja netinkamus individus bei idëjas
konkreèios politinës ideologijos sàlygomis. Todël
idëjos negali bûti perdaug þalingos ar trikdanèios
politinei sistemai. Pastarajai pasikeitus kiti moks-
lininkai tampa lyderiais ir jø idëjos vël natûraliai
atitinka tuometinæ politinæ sistemà, maþiausiai iki
kito þymaus pokyèio politiniame ir ideologiniame
klimate.

Aplinkos pokyèiai, t.y. permainos politinëje ir
socialinëje sistemoje, veikë skirtingo pobûdþio
natûralios atrankos jëgø (selective pressure)

ásigalëjimà skirtingais XX amþiaus etapais. Ðios
jëgos ir suformavo Lietuvos archeologijos
disciplinà bei jos tradicijas tokias, kokias jas
matome ðiandien. Þvelgiant á permainas Lietuvos
politinëje sistemoje 1940 ir 1990 metais, tikimasi
pamatyti atitinkamø pokyèiø archeologijos
moksle, T. Kuhn (1962) þodþiais tariant, paradig-
mø kaità. Taèiau senosios paradigmos, kurios
vienas ið bruoþø yra apraðomoji archeologijos
tradicija, stabilumas po 1990-øjø metø nepriklau-
somybës paskelbimo yra akivaizdus.

1940-ais metais, sovietams okupavus Lietuvos
valstybæ, susiformavo visiðkai nauja politinë ir
socialinë aplinka. Idëjos, praktikos ir net individai
buvo intensyviai ðalinami ið Lietuvos archeologijos
mokslo. Tai reiðkia, kad aplinka nebuvo palanki
idëjø ávairovei ir kad veikë stiprios atrankos jëgos
(high selective pressure), kurias ákûnijo sovietinë
valdþia ir jos politika. Idëjø ir individø atranka
þymiai sumaþino potencialià idëjø ávairovæ,
Lietuvos archeologijoje egzistavusià nepriklau-
somoje Lietuvoje. Lietuvos archeologai, tæsæ
archeologinæ praktikà sovietmeèiu, buvo natûra-
liai prisitaikæ prie sovietinës sistemos. Vienas
pagrindiniø adaptyviø bruoþø sovietmeèiu tapo
apraðomasis metodas. Archeologiniø radiniø ir
periodø apraðymas buvo saugiausia archeologinë
praktika, kadangi tokio pobûdþio veikla neápa-
reigojo archeologø ásitraukti á ideologijos
diskusijas, netrikdë tuometinës politinës sistemos.

Sovietmeèio pabaiga buvo kitas þymus aplin-
kos pokytis Lietuvos archeologijos istorijoje.
Prieðingai nei sovietinias metais, kuomet natû-
ralios atrankos jëgos kryptingai stûmë Lietuvos
archeologus á apraðomàjà praktikà, po nepriklau-
somybës paskelbimo 1990-aisiais metais, socio-
politinë aplinka tapo þymiai laisvesnë. Joje
archeologai nebëra „atrenkami“ tokiais drastiðkais
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bûdais kaip po 1940-øjø metø ir gali pateikti þymiai
didesnæ idëjø ávairovæ natûraliai atrankai. Taèiau
nepaisant ryðkaus politinio pokyèio, senoji
paradigma posovietinëje Lietuvos archeologijoje
keièiasi gana lëtai. Apraðomoji archeologijos
tradicija iðlieka pastebimai stabili.

Naujos, kaip ir senos idëjos, laisvesnëje
politinëje aplinkoje nebepatiria agresyvios atrankos
(relaxed selective pressure). Ðios aplinkybës sukuria
situacijà, kurioje sunku naujoms idëjoms pakeisti
senàsias, turinèias ilgà istorijà ir gerai prisitaikiusias.
Dabar Lietuvos archeologijoje vyksta idëjø dreifas,
kuris natûraliai lëtina paradigmø kaità. Senàjà
paradigmà yra áprasta ir patogu naudoti, ypaè
vyresniajai archeologø kartai. Evoliuciniais
terminais tariant, ji pasiekë savo vietiná optimumà
(local optimum), – zonà, kurios sunku atsisakyti.

Kuhn’o nuomone, naujos paradigmos sukû-
rimas yra naujosios kartos uþduotis, kurios
màstymas ir pasaulëþiûra yra susiformavusi jau
naujoje sociopolitinëje aplinkoje. Vis dëlto
vyresnioji karta gali paskatinti naujos paradigmos
kûrimà, palikdama savo komforto zonà, prakti-
kuodama skirtingus metodus, toleruodama
skirtingas perspektyvas ir skatindama naujàjà
kartà semtis idëjø ávairovës.

Norint sukurti naujàjà paradigmà bûtina
pristatyti kuo didesnæ idëjø ávairovæ natûraliai
atrankai. Yra keli pagrindiniai idëjø ávairovës
skatinimo keliai ir ðaltiniai. Visø pirma, tai jaunoji
karta archeologijoje, – studentai ir jauni archeo-
logai, kurie þvelgdami á senas problemas turi
originalø poþiûrá ir tokiu bûdu gali generuoti
naujas idëjas ir naujus sprendimus senoms
problemoms spræsti. Nors jauniesiems studentams

ir trûksta profesinio paruoðimo ir patirties, jø
màstysena formuojasi kitomis sàlygomis nei jø
dëstytojø. Jø supratimas apie archeologijà dar tik
formuojasi, todël jaunoji karta tam tikra prasme
yra laisvesnë eksperimentuoti ir pateikti netikëtø
bei vertingø áþvalgø. Naujos kartos idëjos yra vienas
ið svarbiausiø ávairovës ðaltiniø. Kitas svarbus idëjø
ávairovës ðaltinis yra iðorinë informacija – kontaktai
su uþsienio specialistais, tarptautiniai projektai,
tarptautinës publikacijos bei konferencijos,
uþsienio literatûra, staþuotës ir kita.

Esant silpnoms atrankos jëgoms, sovietmeèio
idëjos ir praktikos vis dar egzistuoja archeologijos
idëjø pasaulyje. Kai kurios ið tø idëjø bei
koncepcijø be abejonës yra vertingos ðiandieninei
Lietuvos archeologijai, jau nekalbant apie
empirinës medþiagos klodus, sukauptus soviet-
meèiu. Juos galima analizuoti keliant skirtingus
klausimus, pritaikant ávairias teorijas ir kuriant
naujus modelius, kurie padëtø suprasti kultûrà ir
jos kaitos prieþastis.

Lietuvos archeologijos mokslas yra svarbioje
kryþkelëje. Staiga atsidûrusi laisvesnëje aplinkoje,
Lietuvos archeologija gali plëtoti ávairias ir
vertingas tyrinëjimø kryptis, kurios gali tapti
svarbiu indëliu visai disciplinai. Taèiau paradigmø
kaita yra lëta, nes archeologijos diciplina Lietuvoje
á posovietiná laikotarpá áþengë su labai kruopðèiai
ir kryptingai atrinktomis idëjomis bei praktikomis.
Idëjø ávairovei atsirasti reikia laiko. Ávertinus
praeities sunkumus ir pasiekimus, Lietuvos
archeologai dabar turi galimybæ paskatinti naujos
archeologinës teorijos atsiradimà ir sàmoningai
formuoti Lietuvos archeologijos tradicijà norima
linkme.
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